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You are a man named Pavel, who is one part of an “elite” team called PUT, being in charge of VIAK’s investigation. VIAK is a charismatic girl with whom you talk on the phone and she looks like: half-naked (a huge plus), cute (a huge minus), and an amateur-brained (a huge minus). PUT stands for the “POSKPOK” (“SkidPot”, in
slang) law enforcement team. A team that unites former-soldiers, political asylum-seekers, foreigners, orphaned street-kids, gypsies, and the rest of the ills of Russian life. VIAK’s team is being headed by the Head-police-Chief’s handsome son, Chief Morozov, a man who has a face like: a foot-stamping, macho-man, who eats
meat and speaks with a dialect of his own, and now, a disguised woman: PUT’s ex-beauty-queen, Annushka. Throughout the game, you will have to: 1. break up brawls between the PUT team and criminals, 2. break up the collections of the illegal precious metals of the Russian gangsters, 3. catch the animals that are eating
the Russian-Citizen’s currency, 4. investigate the mysterious disappearances of a couple of villa-owners from the Moscow outskirts, 5. sleep with amatuer-brained women to find out about the missing couple, 6. steal historical treasure from the closed temples of the Mykhailsk Coven, 7. go to the police station to ask for help,
8. restore the PUT team prestige, 9. and a lot more to seek after the truth! What are you waiting for?! Download it and fulfill your dreams today! And if you don’t, you probably never will!Q: Реализация метода в Java Начал свой первый пост на ресурсах по работе с вакансиями �
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